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Since 1938, Cincinna� Surgical has been recognized as an industry 
leader in manufacturing high-quality surgical blades, scalpels, and 
safety products. Our manufacturing heritage in the United States 
(1938-1961) and Sheffield, England (1962-Present) has now come 
under one roof in Sheffield through a historic joint manufacturing 
agreement with Swann Morton, signed in 2015. By combining our 
manufacturing capabili�es, we’ve expanded our family of brands and 
brought the global leader in surgical blade manufacturing to the US 
market. 

From the quality of the steel to our ISO manufacturing standards and 
visual inspec�on of each blade, we are able to provide a consistent, 
zero defect product line that will ensure durability and consistency 
each �me it is used. With our extensive range of products and ability 
to ship same day, we offer our customers a product they know they 
can trust when quality counts.

Our number one focus is to produce the highest quality blade 
available.  Because surgical blades are a Class 1 Medical Device they 
do not require FDA inspec�ons, whether imported or repackaged. 
This can lead to diminished quality control by some in the industry.  
But don’t worry because “We’ve Got You Covered” through every step 
of produc�on. From every batch of steel mee�ng our strict 
specifica�ons all the way through to our in-house steriliza�on process. 

To feel the difference for yourself purchase or sample these blades by 
contac�ng:

About the Manufacturer

www.cincinna�surgical.com
800-544-3100

Feel the difference with  

Not All

Surgical Blades

Are Created Equal

Available from:



Dermatology & Mohs Surgery Examples

The Cincinnati Surgical and 
Swann Morton Difference

Carbon steel 
provides the best 
combination of 
initial sharpness and 
edge durability, but 
may stain with a 
solution wash.  

Stainless steel 
contains a metal 
composition that 
keeps it from staining 
when used with a 
solution.  Known for 
its lateral pressure 
durability. 

Largest product range available from one manufacturer.  

Standard Blades  -  Specialty Blades 

Miniature Blades  -  Disposable Scalpels

Handles  -  Safety Products

Swann Morton Blade 
Size 15 packaged 100/box
00SM15: sterile, carbon
01SM15: sterile, stainless 

Swann Morton Blade 
Size 15C packaged 100/box
00SM15C: sterile, carbon
01SM15C: sterile, stainless 

Swann Morton Blade 
Size 15T packaged 100/box
00SM15T: sterile, carbon
01SM15T: sterile, stainless 

Product Range

Straight from the Manufacturer
A commitment to quality 

Control over the en�re manufacturing process

Premium steel creates a uniform edge for a consistent 
cu�ng surface

ISO cer�fied for Quality, Energy and Environmental 
Management Systems

200% visual inspec�on resul�ng in zero defects

In-house Steriliza�on

Featured on the Discovery Channel’s “How It’s Made”

Our blades are manufactured with a unique cu�ng edge 
design.  One side has a smooth razor edge that is supported 
by a micro serrated edge for a consistently sharp blade. 

This grind delivers a tac�le sensi�vity that improves depth 
control while providing equal, smooth �ssue margins.  Many 
other blades have two razor edges. While ini�ally very sharp, 
this edge can deteriorate faster.   

MICRO 
SERRATED

EDGE
RAZOR 
EDGE

Unique Edge Grinding

Swann Morton Blade 
Size 10 packaged 100/box
00SM10: sterile, carbon
01SM10: sterile, stainless 

Swann Morton Blade 
Size 11P packaged 100/box
00SM11P: sterile, carbon
01SM11P: sterile, stainless 

(Straight tip) (Angled tip)


